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    Argentina vs Puerto Rico
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Â SOFTBALL | Triunfo to defeat Puerto Rico and the DUM

information on the opening day of the International Tournament Mexical where Argentina national team won the Youth Mayor selected from Puerto Rico is ajunta 1-0; and lost with 3-1 DUM Huemul Mata and Roman Godoy were combined to throw a no-hitter game against Puerto Rico.

MartÃn N. JORGE
 ConfederaciÃ³n Argentina de Softbol
 Director de Comunicaciones
 cel. (+54-9)-11-3412-8788
 casprensaycomunicacion@gmail.com
 @SoftbolARG | Facebook
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REPORT FROM SOFTBOL ARGENTINA 

No-No hit and run victory 
against Puerto Rico 
The youth team beat Argentina again at the selected 
Mayor of Puerto Rico, this time 1-0. Mata and Roman huemul 
Godoy were intractable, not allowing hit throughout the game. 
Mata also drove in the only run of the game. Tomorrow is the dispute 
second day of the International Mexicali.

April 18, 2014 (CAS Communication ) - . The Youth Men's National Team Argentina debuted this afternoon at the
International Tournament of Mexicali , getting a win and a loss. In a great matchup
pitching , Argentine boys returned to Puerto Rico to win , this time 1-0 , with a great slaughter
Huemul Mata and Roman Godoy from the plate , who combined to throw no-hitter game
against the Central American team . Meanwhile, in the other match of the day, Argentina lost 3-1 against
DUM , selected local league .
Our team relied on strong pitching to beat Puerto Rico back in days
consecutive , but this time for points. Godoy and Mata combined for 17 strikeouts over
party, without allowing any opponent hit batter reconnect . They also removed the Streak
last 17 batters he faced , striking straight to the back nine . The Pampas threw five
innings , with the winning pitcher of the game, while the ParanÃ¡ relieved in the two last
periods , fanning six opponents he faced.
On the side of Puerto Rico , a great work of his pitcher David Rivera, who endured was wasted only two
hits and one run , to bear the loss, despite striking out eight Argentine attackers,
yielding two walks and hitting a batter

The national team scored early in the match . At the opening of the first episode happened Teo Migliavacca
by the registration with the only run of the game , powered by the same Mata a bruise to the
initial .
That was all Argentinians pitchers needed to give the victory to his team . The only option
clear to score for the Puerto Rican team came in the second inning, when loaded the bases with one out ,
thanks to a walk , a defensive error and a hit . However, Mata striking out of trouble
unceremoniously ValentÃn JosÃ© Cuevas and Santiago , avoiding the more complicated situation touched him
face in the game.
Defeat in debut
In the first match of Argentina in the International Tournament , our team lost to selected
the DUM ( local league) 3-1. The experienced Mexican pitcher Panfilo Valdez was the great figure of the
contest , notching 15 strikeouts over seven innings disputed , allowing only four
Argentine hits batters .
Despite the great performance of the opposing pitcher , Argentina scored the first run of the game when neither
He had even fallen out of the first afternoon. Migliavacca opened the game with a triple in the gardens
left center , and scored a few shots later, thanks to a pass ball receiver Hector Rivera. Argentina
continued to threaten in the first inning , as Lighuen Angiolillo doubled with one out in the Board
Godoy and Roman reached base on error , putting runners at the corners . However, Valdez left the
threatens to two consecutive strikeouts and prevented further damage.
DUM 's draw came in the bottom of the second inning when Franco Gini gave him a free ticket
Sergio Ochoa, Gustavo Baez hit and allowed one run RBI single to Carlos Aguilar , all
with two outs on the board.
The last two races of the party would score Erik Ochoa , most notably with the aluminum in the hand
the side of the premises. In the third inning singled , advanced to second on a wild pitch , and scored
thence through the simple Jesus Aguilar. Already in the fifth inning and facing Julian releases
FernÃ¡ndez ( who entered relieve Gini in the fourth quarter ) , hit solo homer by left,
final figures putting the net .
Argentina had a chance to score in the third and in the fifth inning , when put runners on

second and third with one out. But both times the expertise and experience of the Mexican pitcher
prevented the boys returned to step on the register.
Valdez won the game , as we said worked the entire route , and lost Gini . The lefty pitched 3 innings
complete, getting 2 runs and 4 hits, walked 1 and two strikeouts. Fernandez came on in relief
(2 entries , allowed 1 run and 4 hits ) and Huemul Mata , who pitched the sixth inning striking out two
rivals and forcing the third to a drive by the box .
With these results the first day ends Argentina shares with one win and one loss , and
tomorrow will face the junior team of Baja California at 20 pm in Mexicali. In other results
Day , Mayor surpassed Mexico 16-3 to 17-0 Youth Mexico and Baja California Youth ; while
latter team won 10-3 Youth Mexico .
The fixture for tomorrow is as follows:
12:00 Junior Mexicali Mexico vs DUM
14:00 Youth Mexico vs Puerto Rico
16:00 vs Mexico Mexicali Mayor DUM
18:00 Mayor Mexico vs Puerto Rico
20:00 Argentina vs Baja California Youth
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